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Summary

The £ priori theory of metals is yielding energy results which are
relevant to the construction of phase diagrams—to the solution phases as
well as to line compounds. There is a wide range in the rigor of the cal-
culations currently being done and this is discussed. Calculations for the
structural stabilities (fee vs bec vu hep) of the elenental aetals, quanti-
ties which are employed ir the constructs of the terminal phases, are
reviewed and shown to be inconsistent with the values currently employed in
such constructs (also see Miodownlk elsewhere in this voluoe). Finally, as
an example, the calculated heats of formation are compared with experiment
for PtHf, IrTa and OsW, three compounds with the same electron to atom
ratio but different bonding properties.
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Introduction

Phase diagram constructs require a thermodynamlc data base. Soae of
this base Is not accessible experimentally because it involves unattainable
raetastable phases, and ouch that is accessible, Is difficult to measure
accurately. As a result, the data base relies heavily on choices Which
lead to reasonable looking phase diagrams. In recent years, it has become
increasingly possible to calculate, with quantum theory, the differences in
energy between different crystalline phases to an accuracy relevant to the
construction of phase diagrams—It is possible providing sufficient care is
taken and this is the issue considered in this chapter. These calculations
offer the prospect of placing the data, and, in turn, the approximation*
employed in the constructs, on a firmer physical basis. Conflicts can
arise between a_priori predictions and the quantities found to yield the
most sensible phase diagrams and one such case will preoccupy thl* and the
following two chapters. This case Involves the relative stabilities of the
Individual elements in the fee, bec and hep phases.

As will be seen in this chapter, the difference in energy between two
phases can be as small as 10 to 10" of the energy of an individual
phase. Mow we never calculate the absolute total energy of an individual
phase to such an accuracy and this would seem to raise the old saw, naaely
in doing such calculations are we doing something like weighing the captain
of a ship by weighing his ship with and without him aboard? The answer,
fortunately, is no. Except under unfavorable circumstances, and granted
that sufficient care is taken, it is possible to obtain separate total
energies to a sufficient common accuracy that the resulting energy differ-
ence Is of the requisite accuracy. There is a wide range in intrinsic
accuracy in the total energy calculations cited in this and the two chap-
ters Which follow and there is a wide range, of "10 , in the coaputation-
al scale of these calculations. Our assertions concerning the abilities to
estimate total energy differences is based on the best, which usually hap-
pen to be the roost expensive, of such calculations, while the vast majority
of published results are rather less than this "best". Granted the econoa-
ics, there is considerable Incentive to avoid all the "bells and whistles"
and often relatively crude calculations have yielded numerical results
which are found to be in essential agreement with calculations Which are,
in principle, superior. Of course the danger with approximate calculations
is that there is no guarantee that any particular result is la such agree-
ment .

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part involves a
discussion of quantum mechanical calculations as applied to ordered solids
and of the approximations, largely for economy's sake, which are aade.
This is followed by inspection of £ priori estimates of the structural
energy differences for the elemental transition metals in the bec, fee and
hep phases. There has been a long standing disagreement (1) between the
magnitudes of the a_ priori estimates and of the values deemed most appro-
priate for phase diagram constructs. However, it has been only recently
that the accumulated evidence from a_ priori theory has necessitated facing
the issue. Finally, the heats of formation calculated for several transi-
tion metal-transition metal compounds are considered. There is experimen-
tal data for two of the compounds and the calculated results strongly sug-
gest that one of the experiments Is wrong. While experiment is still re-
quired, to keep the theorists honest, accurate a priori estimates of heats
of formation are becoming increasingly available and should be of increas-
ing use in the thermodynamlc data base. It should be reaeabered, though,
that approximations are usually made in the calculations and both the per-
son making the approximations and the person using the result, should be
alert to the implications of this.



Energy Predictions from Quantum Mechanics

Solids were considered shortly after the advent of quantum Mechanics
and It was recognized that there are two regions in a solid, one In the
vicinity of an ion core where Ctve potential is essentially spherical (and
which is most important to the total energy) and the other in the inter-
stitial region between ion cores. It was only natural to mentally draw
spheres around the cores. For ordered crystalline solids, of concern here,
these spheres are ordered in periodic arrays, the electronic wavefunctlon
is periodic and in reciprocal space the pseudomomentum, fc, associated with
individual one-electron states is a good quantum number. It is then natu-
ral to divide the solution of the problem into two parts, one involving the
spheres and the orncr the region between. There are three obvious choices
for sphere size:

- One, shrink the spheres down to the sizes characteristic of the
atomic cores and orthogonalize the interstitial wavefunctions, such
as plane waves, to the atomic cores. The orthogonallzation Intro-
duces terms into an effective one-electron potential which will, In
general, cause it to depend on the angular momentum, i, of the wave-
function even if the bare potential is universal. The orthogonal-
Ized plane wave, OPW, and pseudopotential methods fall under this
choice.

- Two, expand the spheres so that, on average, they fill space. Thus
some space will be twice occupied and an equal volume will be un-
occupied. Then solve the quantum mechanics equations carefully
inside the spheres. The interstitial region has been put out of
existence. The augmented spherical wave, ASW, method is an example
of such a scheme.

- Three, expand the spheres so that they touch, or almost touch.
Solve the equations carefully inside the spheres and match these
solutions to wavefunctions constructed from combinations of plane
waves, or gaussians, or exponential functions etc. in the intersti-
tial region. The A?W, KKR, IAPW, IASTO etc. methods 4o this.

The above methods involve solving one-electron equations which have
been derived variationally for the many-electron system and the starting
point is usually a common one-electron type of potential which will be
described below though it may look different if turned into a pseudopoten-
tial.

Model Predictions

There are other, usually more rudimentary, approaches to estimating
the energy of a phase. In Mledema's scheme (2) the heat of formation of *
compound is taken to be a function of the differences in electron density
at the surface of an atomic sphere {such as described above) and in an
electronegativity (which is a measure of the propensity for an atom to
attract valence charge) of the compounds elemental constituents as well as
a function of the constituents" relative sizes. Despite its omission of
some of the essential features of bonding in solids, Mledeaa's scheme
yields the main trends in the heats of formation for a vast array of binary
compounds, with a notably small computational effort. Hachlln has Intro-
duced the usage (3) of pair potentials, that is, a total energy depending
in first approximation only on ion-ion potential terns which are a function
of the interionlc separation. Such a construct is known, as a matter of
principle, to be Inadequate but the construct is also computationally
economic and has been applied in systematic comparisons of the relative



energies of different structures. The calculations have included systems
' with large crystallographic unit cells, which are extremely costly to deal
with by conventional means, and while the differences In energies of a sys-
tem may or may not be of the right scale, the scheme has had a high success
rate in predicting the structurally stable phase. As a third, and final,
example of simple computational schemes, there has been considerable work
on transition metal-transition netal compounds which considers only d elec-
tron bonding utilizing a simplified Friedel nodel (4) where the essential
parameters are the centers of gravity and bandwidths of the elemental one-
electron d bands. Two of the present authors used (5,6) a version of this
as an interpolation scheme fitted to the experimental heats of formation
data for 50/50 compounds. The fit was carried out subject to the con-
straint that the elemental parameters, adjusted in the fit, remained physi-
cally reasonable. The original fit (5) had trouble, within this con-
straint, fitting all of the original data. More recently more data became
available and another pass was made (6). It. was observed that all of the
original data which proved troublesome, was in fact in error. The Friedel
scheme, as used, does not have structural effects explicitly built into
it. However, structural trends vary saoothly across the sequence of alloys
considered and, having fit the experimental data, has implicitly built
structural effects Into the results. Now, the magnitude of structural
energy differences is an Issue of concern in this symposium—the success or
shortcomings of the above mentioned fits sheds little light on this.

Electron Band Theory

As noted above, the quantum mechanical solutions involve solving one-
electron equations employing effective one-electron potentials. Host of
the terms which are necessary for a rigorous estimate of the associated
total energy are obtained in the course of such energy band calculations
and increasing numbers of research groups are calculating the missing tents
as well. As also noted, assumptions or approximations are usually employ-
ed. Crudely speaking, these fall in four categories:

- the very efficacy of one-electron band theory

- the nature of the one-electron potentials

- approximations in the band theory

- computational details

Let us consider these in turn.

i. First, band theory takes a one-electron potential, solves for
one-electron states and fills these states, in increasing energy,
until the proper number of states, per atom, are accommodated.
This defines the Fermi energy, £p. In doing this, a co—on
potential is used for occupied and unoccupied levels below and
above ep. Now the occupied levels contribute to the potential
whereas the unoccupied do not and this potential includes self-
exchange terms. This works for electron states which are suffi-
ciently delocallzed, having only a small fraction of their proba-
bility at an individual atomic site. Such a band theory Is not
appropriate when there are partially occupied sets of localized
levels such as the open 4f shells of the rare-earths. This 4oes
not appear to be an issue for the raetals of concern here.

ii. The vast majority of present day band calculations employ local
density potentials. In these, terms other than the Coulomb



potential depend on the density of all electrons at that point In
space where the electron sampling the potential Is located.
Hohenberg, Kohrt and Shan have shown (8) that this Is the correct
leading term In the effective potential when describing the
ground state properties (which Include the total energy) of a
system. There Is yet to be a consensus as to the appropriate
leading correction, to be used In computation, to the local den-
sity potential.

ill.. A number of approximations are commonly nade in the band theory,
the motive being reductions In computing time and In programing
effort, these include:

- When Integrating, one solves the one-electron SchrSdinger's
equation (or, if the system Is relatlvistlc, the Dlrac equa-
tions) for the electron orbitals and eigenvalues. la the
latter case, as a rule, spln-orblt coupling Is neglected in the
conduction bands (though not the core levels). Spin-orbit
coupling connects electron states of opposite spin and, as a
result, doubles the size of any matrices to be diagonallzed
(quadrupling computer tine). Experience suggests that the
effect of omitting spin-orbit conduction electron interactions
is unimportant, at the magnitude of concern here, to total
energy differences.

- Many band theorists freeze the atonic cores (we don't). One
variant of the frozen core approximation Is the pseudopotential
method. The non-locality (^-dependence) of the pseudopotential
is a simple mathematical consequence of eliminating the core
states from the problen. At best, i*:*n, the pseudopotential
nethod is only as good as the underlying <»11-electron band
theory approach. As discussed in Miodownik'a article in this
volume, pseudopotentlal calculations have been quite successful
In treating the properties of non-transition «etals.

- The interstitial region is computationally costly to deisl
with. The ASH approximation neglects this region, resulting in
a substantial increase in computer efficiency while yielding
results which are often in accord with sore rigorous
treatments.

- Traditionally only the spherical term in the potential Is dealt
with, within the atomic spheres, and the potential in the
interstitial region (when It's there) is assigned a constant,
"muffin tin", value. Increasing numbers of groups are doing
"full potential" calculations which account for the "ruffles'*
in the interstitial region and the asphericities In the atonic
spheres. This is done at sotae cost, but is particularly impor-
tant when there is low site symmetry, involving spherical har-
monic terms of fc-1 and 2 in the potential, such as at a solid's
surface or at sites adjacent to an interstitial in the bulk.

iv. Various numerical approximations are aade as well, for example:

- There is the choice of the number of orbital angular aoaentua,
Jt, values, for which Integrations are done, within an atomic
sphere. There nay be s, p and d electrons (with 1-0, 1 and 2
respectively) in the bands, but auch higher t must be Included
in order to properly achieve the boundary conditions at a
sphere surface. These higher I components have small total



weight In the overall charge density and nay be viewed as the
tails of the wavetunctions, centered In one sphere, as sampled
In another.

- There are expansions in reciprocal lattice vectors. How far
out do these go?

- In obtaining the charge density {necessary to define the poten-
tial) and the total energy, one oust saaple over one-electron
states of varying pseudoraomentum £. Traditionally this In-
volves sampling on a fine mesh, perhaps an interpolation Itt
between. Now, the one-electron energies have the space group
symmetry and periodicity of the reciprocal space and it Is
possible to choose sets of "special points" (7) which have that
symmetry so that there are Fourier truncation errors depending
on the coarseness of the taesh of points. It is then possible
to obtain total energies of comparable accuracy with substan-
tially fewer ft points (hence less computer tine) than in the
brute force approaches.

Structural Stabilities of the Elemental Transition Metals

As documented by Peter Miodownik elsewhere in this volume, the rela-
tive stabilities of the elements in the hep, bec and fee phases are prise
building blocks in the calculation of phase diagrams. This follows
because, in first approximation, the relative stabilities of the structures
in an alloy are taken to be the concentration weighted average of the sta-
bilities for the elements. Except for those cases where an allotropic
phase transition occurs, these quantities are not available experimental-
ly. Lacking good theoretical calculations until recently, it has been
conmon practice to employ those elemental phase stabilities which lead to
reasonable phase diagrams within some construct. As Miodownik notes, there
is good agreement between these quantities for the non-transition elenents
and recent band theory predictions. However, there has been the suggestion
of trouble with the transition elements for sooe twenty years (1) and
recent, improved band theory predictions make this issue impossible to
ignore.

The fee versus bec structural stabilities for the 5d elements are
plotted in Fig. 1. The band theory calculations employed the linear aug-
mented Slater type orbital, IASTO, method (9) using muffin-tin potentials.
The predictions are indicated by the hatched region, the spread being due
to an estimate of uncertainty introduced by employing a muffin-tin rather
than a mere exact crystal potential. Jaosen and Freeman have done full
potential LAPW calculations (10) for this structural energy difference for
tungsten and their result falls satisfyingly within the hatched region.
Calculations done for the unmagnetlzed 3d metals shows similar results
though with an overall scale 1/3 to 1/2 that seen here. The Kaufman-
Bernstein values (11) are those currently favored for phase diagram con-
structs. These and the band theory results agree in sign, but in the
middle of the row, disagree badly in magnitude.

Skriver has recently (12) employed the AStf aethod to calculate the
fcc-bcc and fec-hep structural energy differences for all the transition
elements. The ASW method, with its neglect of the interstitial region, has
yielded results which are in agreement with calculations which are arguably
superior since they account for the interstitial region.
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Fig. 1 fcc-bcc structural energy differences for the 5d transition
eleiaunts Lu through Au. The hatched region encompasses the band
theory predictions, the spread being associated with the use of
muffin-tin potentials. The solid line for Hf and Lu Is the
experimental hep-bec energy difference while the remainder of the
line is Kaufman and Bernstein's estimate.

Skriver's fcc-bcc results are in essential agreeaent with Fig. 1. Bis
fec-hep energy differences for the Sd row as well as 1AST0 results for lu,
Hf, M and 0s are shown in Fig. 2. Despite the disparate approximations the
two sets of band theory results are in agreement. Here again, the computed
structural energy differences are larger in nagnitude than the common
accepted values used in phase diagram constructs but here, also, is a
disagreement in sign for Ta and V (which are br.c and not fee or hep). Vow
the fee and hep are related to each other by a difference in stacking
sequence and Mlodownik, in his chapter, has estinated the structural
stabilities from stacking fault energies. He has no results for Ta or V
but he does for Cr, the 3d analog of W, and the sign of the tent is In
agreement with the band theory results.

He are aware of ASM calculations for compounds where the wrong
structure was predicted to be stable. Whether this is due to the AStf
method or to other shortcomings in the band theory has yet to be
ascertained; it is desirable to do the no re economic calculations out there
is then the problem of calibrating the results.

In private discussions, Miodownik has raised the question of whether
band theory has overestimated the stability of, say, the bee phase in W



because the volume expansions occurring at elevated temperatures are not
accounted for. The relative stability of phases does change with voluae
and this is important to the properties of elements such as Si aad Ce
((13), see also Fig. 12 in Miodownik's chapter). Jansen and Freeman have
calculated this volume dependent for W and this is shown in Fig. 3. The
fee phase becomes more stable relative to the bec with Increased atomic
volume but the effect is slight for the percent or two volume expansions
which are expected.
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Fig. 2 fec-hep structural energy differences for the 5d transition
elements Lu through Au. The open circles are Skriver's ASW
predictions and the filled circles 1ASTO results. The solid line
is Kaufman and Bernstein's estimate.
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Fig. 3 Jansen and Freeman's estimates of the total energies of fee and bec
W as a function of atomic volume.



The disagreement between band theory and the favored values. I.e. usu-
ally Kaufman and Bernstein's, for phase diagram constructs is the subject
of Miodownik's chapter. In the case of H, he notes that theroodynaalc In-
formation which has become available after Kaufman's accessment, leads to
roughly a factor of two Increase In the bcc-fcc phase stability—closer,
but still far away from the band theory results. The magnitudes of the
bcc-fcc and fcc-hcp phase differences used in the constructs can be raised
further but practitioners would be hard pressed to use values as large as
the band theory results in their present constructs. It is natural to ask
whether agreement won't ultimately be brought about by a decrease in the
band theory values as well as an increase in the values used In the con-
structs. This appears unlikely if one accepts the class of one-electron
local density potential which is currently employed. This is because we
have very good solutions, such as those of Jansen and Freeman for W. This
then raises questions of shortcomings in the local potential. Difficul-
ties, as yet not disentangled, have been encountered in local density cal-
culations for the heats of adsorbed atoms on solid surfaces. To date, this
is the only serious problem which has been encountered when dealing with
ground state properties. A factor of two change in the stabilities in the
middle of the transition element rows is, in our vies/t equally "serious".
Small changes in potentials can be made within the context of the local
density theory and these are expected to have little effect on the stabili-
ties. Lacking a consensus as to what are the proper "corrections" to make
to local density theory will, unfortunately, impede investigation of this
issue.

Heats of Formation of Transition Metal Compounds

There is relatively little experimental heats data for transition
metal-transition metal compounds that does not involve the magnetic ele-
ments Fe, Co, and Nl. There is, however, data for HfPt and Talr in the Sd
row and we have done calculations for these, as well as for OaV at 50/50
concentration. HfPt has been reported to be in the CsCl (as well as CrB)
structure and Talr in the CuAul (and OjRhTa) in the vicinity of 50X concen-
tration. QsW is two phase at 502--a W rich a phase and an Os hep solid-
solution, so that any line compounds at SOX is expected to have a near
zero, and probably slightly non-binding, heat of formation. LASTO calcula-
tions were done for the three compounds in the CsCl structue and for Talr
in the CuAul with the observed tetragonal distortion. The calculations
were done with sets of special 1c points, as discussed In Section II, and
the total energies, as a function of mesh interval are plotted for the CsCl
structures in Fig. 4. The 1/8th Ak interval involves 4k points and the
l/28th interval involves 84 points. In all cases, the total energies have
converged, in their dependence on k sampling, to several kJ/gm atoa with
meshes of the order of 50 1c points. It should be noted that the three
alloys involve the same number of conduction electrons and thus In a "rigid
band" picture are identical. However, the evolution of their total ener-
gies from those for the coarse k mesh, which some practitioners use, to the
converged values, is quite different.

A similar plot is shown for Talr in the CsCl and CuAul structures in
Fig. 5. Being of lower symmetry, the CuAul requires a larger & sampling
ranging from 8k points for the 1/8 Ak interval to 126 points for the 1/24
interval. As far as the k dependence of the total energies goes, the
structural energy difference has been determined to 3-4 kJ/ga atoa with the
AuCul structure correctly predicted to be the nore stable.

Having already estimated the total energies for the elemental metals.
It Is then possible to calculate the heats of formation of the compounds.
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Fig. 4 The heats of formation oi three 5d-5d internetallic coapounds KfPt,
Talr and (hypothetical) WOa in the CsCl structure as a function of
the interval, Ak, between k points on the special mesh used to sam-
ple one-electron density in order to construct the total electron
density. The smaller Ak, the better is the sampling. The calcula-
tions were done for HfPt and Talr at the experimentally observed
molecular volumes for the SO/SO systems, and lacking such data for
OsW, this compound's volume was set equal to the sum of the elemen-
tal Os and W netallic volumes.

The results are shown in Fig. 6 for both LASTO and, somewhat superior, LAPW
calculations. The calculated AH vary monotonically across the sequence and
change sign between IrTa and OsW, as might be expected. Also shown are ex-
perimental AH which in some cases involve extrapolations of data obtained
off of 50/50 composition. The PtHf value in parenthesis is old data which
caused some problems for the Friedel model interpolations of AH (6), nen-
tioned in Sect. II; the new <ralue (14), i.e. the asterisk not in parenthe-
sis, is more consistent with the interpolations and agrees with the present
calculations. Both chemical intuition and the calculated AH suggest that
the heats for the two compounds should not be of the sam& magnitude.
Granted the new data, there is then the strong suggestion that one of the
two experimental heats is in error and, noting the agreement with calcula-
tions for PtHf, we conclude that the reported experimental AH for IrTa is
in error.

Both sets of calculations agree that the CuAul structure is rare
stable than the CsCl structure in IrTa by -15 kj/gm atoia. Even larger
structural energy differences are expected when the alloy constituents are
involved in strong line compound formation. The situation is sonewhat
different than in the elements. First there will be Madelung potential
terns, associated with charge transfer, in the total energy. These are not
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a function of 6k as in Fig. 4.

expected to be great in aetallurgically bonded systems. Second, and more
important, AH will depend on how many unlike,- versus like, neighbors are
bonded to each site. The ability to maximize unlike neighbor bonds, of
course, depends on composition and crystal structure aad substantial struc-
tural energy differences are to be expected.

Concluding Remarks

In constructing a binary alloy phase diagraa by means of a theraody-
namic model, it is important to use accurate values for the phase stabili-
ties of the constituent elements. If the values are not accurate, errors
in them nay be compensated by ficticious values of the excess terms associ-
ated with alloying- In such cases, the resulting parameters «ay create
problems when used as input data in the constructs of higher order phase
diagrams, or for studies of metastability. First principles-, or ab inltfo,
calculations, have become sufficiently accurate that they must be seriously
considered as a source of the elemental stabilities. Not all such calcula-
tions are of equal rigor and it is often difficult for the reader to ascer-
tain the intrinsic reliability of published energies. This issue is
confused by the fact that the most rigorous, hence costly, of calculations
are, as a rule, not needed—in Fig. 2 we saw quite different calculations
yielding identical results. Close interaction between the producers of
quantum mechanical energies and the constructors of phase dlagrans Is
essential when facing these issues.

Obtaining accurate values for the relative energies of the elements In
difEerent crystal structures at the absolute zero of temperature is only
the starting point. It is also important to estimate the changes la these
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Fig- 6 Calculated heats of formation for PtHf, IrTa and OsW In the CsCl
(and for IrTa the CuAul) structures as obtained with IAST0 and IAPW
calculations as well as published experimental values.

enthalpies with temperature and, knowing the lattice expansion
experimentally, estimates can be made with calculations such as that of
Jansen and Freeman shown in Fig. 3. Entropies are also important: the
entropy of nixing dominates in alloys but in an elemental material there 1B
no such term and the entropy arises from electron and phonon excitations.
The contribution from electron excitations is (15) of significance and is
computationally manageable. The contribution from phonons is, In
principle, straightforward to calculate but in practice Is arduous and is,
as a rule, not being done.

Though not discussed in this paper, considerable insight has been
gained over the years as to the factors important to the solution phases
and he-nce to the excess enthalpy and entropy terms which must be introduced
when describing them. In the Gurry-Darken, and similar paraaeterlzed
schemes (16), one has a construct where either too large an atonic volume
mismatch or too large a tendency for chemical bonding (which favors ordered
line compounds), or some suitable combination of the two factors,,
discourages substitutlonal alloying. While the excess terms are often
snail, one has suggestions of where they are of significance. These
issuss, of volume and electronic effects, are aoenable to investigation
with quantum mechanical calculations.

Line compounds must also be dealt with when constructing phase
diagrams and examples of predicting their enthalpies of formation appeared
in Fig. 6. In many cases it may be easier to obtain such quantities



computationally rather than e perime-.tally. We are only beginning to cata-
log how well some particular level of quantum mechanical rigor predicts
the structural trends In line compounds.

In closing, high order phase diagrams are of great practical concern
as well as of theoretical interest. Taken alone, thermodynamics cannot
predict the presence of a phase in a higher order (say, ternary) diagram
which is not present in the lower order (e.g. binary) dlagraas. Quantua
mechanical, as well as statistical oechanical, calculations should be able
to usefully augment experiment in exploring for the presence of such
phases.
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